
BPost�x Code Generator
This chapter documents the reimplementation of the postfix code generation engine. The original was
created by Santos (2004). Is was composed by a set of macros to be used with printf functions. Each
macro would “take” as arguments, either a number or a string.

The postfix code generator class maintains the same abstraction, but does not rely on macros. In-
stead, it defines an interface to be used by semantic analysers, as defined by a strategy pattern (Gamma
et al., 1995). Specific implementations will provide the realization of the postfix commands for a partic-
ular target machine.B.1 Introdution
Like the original postfix code generator, the current abstraction uses an architecture based on a stack
machine, hence the name “postfix”, and three registers.

• IP – the instruction pointer – indicates the position of the next instruction to be executed;

• SP – the stack pointer – indicates the position of the element currently at the stack top;

• FP – the frame pointer – indicates the position of the activation register of the function currently
being executed.

In some of the following tables, the “Stack” column presents the actions on the values at the top of
the stack. Note that only elements relevant in a given context, i.e., that of the postfix instruction being
executed, are shown. The notation #length represents a set of length consecutive bytes in the stack,
i.e., a vector. Consider the following example:

a #8 b : a b

The stack had at its top b, followed by eight bytes, followed by a. After executing some postfix
instruction using these elements, the stack has at its top b, followed by a.B.2 The Interfae
B.2.1 Introduction

The generators predefined in the CDK belong to namespace cdk::generator .

The interface is called Postfix . The various implementations will provide the desired behaviour.

B.2.2 Output stream

The default behaviour is to produce the text of the generated program to an output stream (default is
std::cout ). Implementations may provide alternative output streams.
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In C++, the interface is defined as a pure virtual class. This class does not assume any outpout
stream, but the constructor presents std::cout as the default value for the stream.

class Postfix {
protected:

std::ostream &_os;
inline Postfix(std::ostream &os) : _os(os) {}
inline std::ostream &os() { return _os; }

public:
virtual ˜Postfix();

public: // miscellaneous
// rest of the class (mostly postfix instructions: see below )

};

B.2.3 Simple instructions

Method Stack Function / Action

void DUP() a a a Duplicates the value at the top of the stack.
void INT(int value) value Pushes a integer value to the stack top.
void SP() sp Pushes to the stack the value of the stack pointer.
void SWAP() a b b a Exchanges the two elements at the top of the stack.

Method Stack Function / Action

void ALLOC() a #a Allocates in the stack as many bytes as indicated
by the value at the top of the stack.

Dynamic memory allocation in the stack, equivalent to a call to the C language alloca function,
changes the offsets of temporary variables that may exist in the stack when the allocation is per-
formed. Thus, it should only be used when no temporary variables exist, or when the full import
of its actions is fully understood.

B.2.4 Arithmetic instructions

The following operations perform arithmetic calculations using the elements at the top of the stack.
Arguments are taken from the stack, the result is put on the stack. The arithmetic operations considered
here apply to (signed) integer arguments, natural (unsigned) integer arguments, and to double precision
floating point arguments.

Method Stack Function / Action

void NEG() a -a Negation (symmetric) of integer value.
void ADD() b a b+a Integer sum of two integer values.
void SUB() b a b-a Integer subtraction of two integer values.
void MUL() b a b* a Integer multiplication of two integer values.
void DIV() b a b/a Integer division of two integer values.
void MOD() b a b%a Remainder of the integer division of two integer values.

void UDIV() b a b/a Integer division of two natural (unsigned) integer values.
void UMOD() b a b%a Remainder of the integer division of two natural (unsigned) in-

teger values.

The following instructions take one or two double precision floating point values. The result is also
a double precision floating point value.
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Method Stack Function / Action

void DNEG() d -d Negation (symmetric).
void DADD() d1 d2 d1+d2 Sum.
void DSUB() d1 d2 d1-d2 Subtraction.
void DMUL() d1 d2 d1* d2 Multiplication.
void DDIV() d1 d2 d1/d2 Division.

B.2.5 Rotation and shift instructions

Shift and rotation operations have as maximum value the number of bits of the underlying processor
register (32 bits in a ix86-family processor). Safe operation for values above is not guaranteed.

These operations use two values from the stack: the value at the top specifies the number of bits
to rotate/shift; the second from the top is the value to be rotated/shifted, as specified by the following
table.

Method Stack Function / Action

void ROTL() a b a>rl<b Rotate left.
void ROTR() a b a>rr<b Rotate right.

void SHTL() a b a<<b Shift left.
void SHTRU() a b a>>b Shift right (unsigned).
void SHTRS() a b a>>>b Shift right (signed).

B.2.6 Logical instructions

The following operations perform logical operations using the elements at the top of the stack. Argu-
ments are taken from the stack, the result is put on the stack.

Method Stack Function / Action

void NOT() a ˜a Logical negation (bitwise), i.e., one’s complement.

void AND() b a b&a Logical (bitwise) AND operation.
void OR() b a b|a Logical (bitwise) OR operation.
void XOR() b a bˆa Logical (bitwise) XOR (exclusive OR) operation.

B.2.7 Integer comparison instructions

The comparison instructions are binary operations that leave at the top of the stack 0 (zero) or 1 (one),
depending on the result result of the comparison: respectively, false or true . The value may be directly
used to perform conditional jumps (e.g., JZ, JNZ), that use the value of the top of the stack instead of
relying on special processor registers (flags).

Method Stack Function / Action

void GT() b a b>a “greater than”.
void GE() b a b>=a “greater than or equal to”.
void EQ() b a b==a “equal to”.
void LE() b a b<=a “less than or equal to”.
void LT() b a b<a “less than”.
void NE() b a b!=a “not equal to”.

void UGT() b a b>a “greater than” for natural numbers (unsigned integers).
void UGE() b a b>=a “greater than or equal to” for natural numbers (unsigned integers).
void ULE() b a b<=a “less than or equal to” for natural numbers (unsigned integers).
void ULT() b a b<a “less than” for natural numbers (unsigned integers).
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B.2.8 Other comparison instructions

Method Stack Function / Action

void DCMP() d1 d2 i Compares two double precision floating point values.
The result is an integer value: less than 0, if the d1 is less
than d2 ; 0, if they are equal; greater than 0, otherwise.

B.2.9 Type conversion instructions

The following instructions perform elementary type conversions. The conversions are from and to inte-
gers and simple and double precision floating point values.

Method Stack Function / Action

void D2F() d f Converts from double precision floating point to simple precision
floating point.

void D2I() d i Converts from double precision floating point to integer.
void F2D() f d Converts from simple precision floating point to double precision

floating point.
void I2D() i d Converts from integer to double precision floating point.

B.2.10 Function definition instructions

B.2.10.1 Function definitions

In a stack machine the arguments for a function call are already in the stack. Thus, it is not necessary to
put them there (it is enough not to remove them). When building functions that conform to the C calling
convetions (?, ?), those arguments are destroyed by the caller, after the return of the callee, using TRASH,
stating the total size (i.e., for all arguments). Regarding the callee, it must create a distinct activation
register (ENTERor START) and, when no longer needed, destroy it (LEAVE). The latter action must be
performed immediately before returning control to the caller.

Similarly, to return values from a function, the callee must call POPto store the return value in the
accumulator register, so that it survives the destruction of the invocation context. The caller must call
PUSH, to put the accumulator in the stack. An analogous procedure is valid for DPOP/DPUSH (for
double precision floating point return values).

Method Stack Function / Action

void ENTER(size_t val) fp #val Starts a function: push the frame pointer (acti-
vation register) to the stack and allocate space
for local variables, according to the size given
as argument (in bytes).

void START() fp Equivalent to ENTER(0) .

Method Stack Function / Action

void LEAVE() fp ... Ends a function: restores the frame pointer (activation
register) and destroys the function-local stack data.
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Method Stack Function / Action

void TRASH(int n) #n Removes n bytes from the stack.
void RET() addr Returns from a function (the stack should contain the

return address).
void RETN(int n) #n addr Returns from a function, but removes n bytes from the

stack after removing the return address. More or less
the same as RET() +TRASH(n) .

Method Stack Function / Action

void POP() a Removes a value from the stack (to the accumulator register).
void PUSH() a Pushes the value in the accumulator register to the stack.
void DPOP() d Removes a double precision floating point value from the stack (to

a double prevision floating point register).
void DPUSH() d Pushes the value in the double precision floating point register to

the stack.

B.2.10.2 Function calls

Method Stack Function / Action

void CALL(std::string name) addr Calls the named function. Stores the re-
turn address in the stack.

B.2.11 Addressing instructions

Note [*4*] that these operations (ADDR, LOCAL) put at the top of the stack the symbol’s address, in-
dependently of its origin. O endereço pode posteriormente ser utilizado como ponteiro, obtido o valor
nesse endereço (LOAD) ou guardar um valor nesse endereço (STORE). No entanto, nas duas últimas
situações, devido à frequência com que ocorrem e o número de ciclos de relógio que levam a executar,
podem ser substituı́das com vantagem pela operações descritas em [*10*].

B.2.11.1 Absolute and relative addressing

Absolute addressing (ADDR) is performed using labels. Relative addressing (LOCAL) requires a frame
pointer to work: the frame pointer defines an addressing reference.

Method Stack Function / Action

void ADDR(std::string name) addr Puts the address of the name passed as
argument at the top of the stack.

Method Stack Function / Action

void LOCAL(int offset) fp+offset Puts at the top of the stack the address of the
local variable, obtained by computing the offset
relative to the frame pointer.

The value passed as argument is as follows: greater of equal to 8, means function arguments; equal
to 4, means the function’s return address; equal to 0, means the frame pointer itself; less that -4,
means local variables.
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B.2.11.2 Quick opcodes for addressing

“Quick opcodes” are shortcuts for groups of operations commonly used together. These opcodes may
be made efficient by implementing them in different ways than the original set of high-level operations
would suggest, i.e., the code generated by ADDRVmay be more efficient than the code generated by ADDR

followed by LOAD. Nevertheless, the outcome is the same.

Method Stack Function / Action

void ADDRV(std::string name) [name] ADDR(name); LOAD();

void ADDRA(std::string name) a ADDR(name); STORE();

void LOCV(int offset) [fp+offset] LOCAL(offset); LOAD();

void LOCA(int offset) a LOCAL(offset); STORE();

B.2.11.3 Load instructions

The load instructions assume that the top of the stack contains an address pointing to the data to be read.
Each load instruction will replace the address at the top of the stack with the contents of the position it
points to. Load instructions differ only in what they load.

Method Stack Function / Action

void LDCHR() addr [addr] Loads 1 byte (char).
void ULDCHR() addr [addr] Loads 1 byte (without sign) (unsigned char).
void LD16() addr [addr] Loads 2 bytes (short).
void ULD16() addr [addr] Loads 2 bytes (without sign) (unsigned short).
void LOAD() addr [addr] Loads 4 bytes (integer – rvalue).
void LOAD2() addr [addr] Loads a double precision floating point value.

B.2.11.4 Store instructions

Store instructions assume the stack contains at the top the address where data is to be stored. That data
is in the stack, immediately after (below) the address. Store instructions differ only in what they store.

Method Stack Function / Action

void STCHR() val addr Stores 1 byte (char).
void ST16() val addr Stores 2 bytes (short).
void STORE() val addr Stores 4 bytes (integer).
void STORE2() val addr Stores a double precision floating point value.

B.2.12 Segments, values, and labels

B.2.12.1 Segments

These instructins start various segments. They do not affect the stack, nor are they affected by its con-
tents.

Method Function / Action

void BSS() Starts the data segment for uninitialized values.
void DATA() Starts the data segment for initialized values.
void RODATA() Starts the data segment for initialized constant values.
void TEXT() Starts the text (code) segment.
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B.2.12.2 Values

These instructins declare values directly in segments. They do not affect the stack, nor are they affected
by its contents.

Method Function / Action

void BYTE(int) Declares an uninitialized vector with the length (in bytes) given
as argument.

void SHORT(int) Declares a static 16-bit integer value.
void CHAR(char) Declares a static character.
void CONST(int) Declares a static integer value.
void DOUBLE(double) Declares a static double precision floating point value.
void FLOAT(float) Declares a static simple precision floating point value.
void ID(std::string) Declares a name for an address [*1*]
void STR(std::string) [*1*]

Note [*1*] that literal values, e.g. integers, may be used in their static form, using memory space
from a data segment (or text, if it is a constant), using LIT. On the other hand, only integer literals and
pointers can be used in the instructions themselves as immediate values (INT, ADDR, etc.).

B.2.12.3 Labels

These instructins operate directly on symbols and their definition within some segment. They do not
affect the stack, nor are they affected by its contents.

Method Function / Action

void ALIGN() Forces the alignment of code or data.
void LABEL(std::string) Generates a new label, as indicated by the argument.
void EXTRN(std::string) Declares the symbol whose name is passed as argument as being

externally defined, i.e., defined in another compilation module.
void GLOBL(const char * ,

std::string)
Declare a name/label (first argument) with a given type (second
argument; see below). Declaration of a name must preceed its def-
inition.

void GLOBL(std::string,
std::string)

void GLOBL(const char * , std::string) , but with a different
interface.

void COMMON(int) Declares that the name is common to other modules.

In a declaration of a symbol common to more than one module, other modules may also contain
common or external declarations. Nevertheless, only one initialized declaration is allowed. Declarations
need not be associated with any particular segments.

In a declaration common to several modules, any number of modules may contain common or
external declarations, but only one of them may contain an initialized declaration. A declaration does
not need to be specified in a specific segment.

B.2.12.4 Types of global names

Global names may be of different types. These functions are to be used to generate the types needed for
the second argument of GLOBL.
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Method Function / Action

std::string NONE() Unknown type.
std::string FUNC() Name/label corresponds to a function.
std::string OBJ() Name/label corresponds to an object (data).

B.2.13 Jump instructions

B.2.13.1 Conditional jump instructions

Method Stack Function / Action

void JZ(std::string) a Jump to the address of the label passed as argument
if the value at the top of the stack is 0 (zero).

void JNZ(std::string) a Jump to the address of the label passed as argument
if the value at the top of the stack is non-zero.

Method Stack Function / Action

void JGT(std::string)
void JGE(std::string)
void JEQ(std::string)
void JLE(std::string)
void JLT(std::string)
void JNE(std::string)

void JUGT(std::string)
void JUGE(std::string)
void JULE(std::string)
void JULT(std::string)

B.2.13.2 Other jump instructions

Method Stack Function / Action

void JMP(std::string) Unconditional jump to the label given as argument.

void LEAP() addr Unconditional jump to the address indicated by the
value at the top of the stack.

void BRANCH() addr ret Invokes a function at the address indicated by the
value at the top of the stack. The return value is
pushed to the stack.

B.2.14 Other instructions

Method Stack Function / Action

void NIL() No action is performed.
void NOP() Generates a null operation (consumes time, but does not

change the state of the processor).
void INCR(int val) a a Adds val to the value at the position defined by the address

at the top of the stack, i.e. [a] becomes [a]+val .
void DECR(int val) a a Subtracts val from the value at the position defined by the

address at the top of the stack, i.e. [a] becomes [a]-val .
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interface above

uml diagram

As should be expected, the classes described here provide concrete implementations for the abstract
functions declared in the superclass. Although the main objective is to produce the final (machine- and
OS-specific) code, the generators are free to go about it as they see fit. In general, though, each instruction
of the stack machine (postfix) will produce a set of instructions belonging to the target machine.

Two example generators are presented here, and provided with the CDK library: a nasm code
generator (§B.3.1) and a debug-only generator (§B.3.2).

B.3.1 NASM code generator

This code generator implements the postfix instructions for producing code to be processed by
NASM1 (NASM, n.d.), the Netwide Assembler. NASM is an assembler for the x86 family of proces-
sors designed for portability and modularity. It supports a range of object file formats including Linux
a.out and ELF, COFF, Microsoft 16-bit OBJ and Win32. The NASM processor is designed to be simple
and easy to understand, similar to Intel’s but less complex.

The NASM code generator can be used in two basic modes: code-only or code and debug. The
debug data provided here is different from the produced by the debug-only generator (see §B.3.2) in
that it describes groups of target machine code using as labels the names of postfix instructions.

B.3.2 Debug-only “code” generator

The debug-only generator does not produce executable code for any machine. Instead, it provides a trace
of the postfix instructions executed by the postfix code generator associated with a particular visitor
from the syntax tree. Needless to say, although the code generator does not actually produce any code,
it can be used just like any other code generator.

B.3.3 Developing new generators

The development of new generators corresponds to implementing the Postfix interface. The CDK
will be able to use any of these new implementations, but it is the implementer who decides the true
semantics of each of the implemented operations.

For instance, instead of producing final target machine code, a code generator could produce tar-
get machine instructions in logical form, more amenable to further processing, e.g. by optimization
algorithms.B.4 Summary
Note that the code provided with the CDK library is written in standard C++ and will compile almost
anywhere a C++ compiler is available. However, note that while a working CDK is a guarantee for a
working compiler, this does not mean that the final program will run in that particular environment.
For final programs to work in a given environment, final code generators must be provided for that

1Information on NASM and related software packages may be found at http://freshmeat.net/projects/nasm/
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environment. Consider the following example: the CDK, and the rest of the development tools exist
in a Solaris environment running on a SPARC machine. If we were to use the NASM generator in that
environment, it would work, i.e., it would produce the code it was supposed to produce, but for a
ix86-based machine. Further confusion would ensue because NASM can produce code for ix86-based
machines from SPARC-based machines, using the same binary format, both Solaris and Linux – just to
give an example – use the ELF () binary format.


